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Abstract— Wireless sensor network is a combination of tiny devices called as sensor nodes which have 
computing, sensing and processing capabilities. As WSN are deployed in hostile environment usually and can 
be physically accessible by an adversary; he/she can affect the confidentiality and integrity of the data as well 
as some other security measures. So security is a main concern in wireless sensor network especially in 
hostile environment. In this paper we focus on security requirements, security schemes, threats, attacks and 
their countermeasures that provide protection from those attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) have gained much popularity and attention over the last few years. One of 

the reasons for its popularity has been its usage in critical applications like military application (battlefield 
surveillance), habitat monitoring, weather forecasting, health monitoring etc. A WSN can be considered a 
special type of Ad-hoc network composed of a large no. of very small, cheap and highly constrained sensor 
nodes [1, 17-19]. Sensors in WSN can be used to gather and process the data from the surrounding environment 
(e.g. mechanical, thermal, optical, biological and chemical readings) [2]. WSN is usually designed to have sink 
node (base station) and many simple sensor nodes. Sensor nodes sense some data/readings and send it to sink 
node. Then, Sink node performs some computation on received data to infer some meaningful data [1]. 
Depending on the hardware, wireless sensor network can be either homogeneous (all nodes are alike) or 
heterogeneous (nodes with different resources exist). Also, depending on the roles performed by each node, 
WSNs can be classified as distributed (all nodes are alike) or hierarchical (depending on its capacity, each node 
perform different role) [2]. Source to sink link communication is very crucial for many critical applications like 
health care and military. Therefore, source to sink communication should be secure and reliable. Since, sensor 
nodes are usually deployed in a hostile environment and are therefore prone to various malicious attacks. This is 
the reason that WSN’s Security has been an important issue for researchers for the last few years [1]. 
 

II.  OVERVIEW OF SECURITY ISSUES 
Security attack is a concern for WSN because: 

• Wireless communication of the system device 
• Use of resource constrained devices in the network like memory, energy, computation constraints 

sensor nodes. 
• Physical inaccessibility to sensor devices. 

So, to protect the confidential information from hackers, it is necessary to provide secure communication b/w 
sensor nodes and base station. 
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A. Security Requirements 
The goal of security scheme in WSN is to protect confidential information from various attacks. Security 

requirement in WSN are as follows [3-5]: 
• Confidentiality: 

It means disclosure of data should be protected from unauthorized parties by the security scheme. 
• Integrity: 

It means no data modification during transmission. In term of security scheme, it means keys should be 
accessible to the nodes in the network only. 

• Authenticity: 
It ensures that data received is originated from correct resource. 

• Node repudiation: 
It means preventing malicious nodes to hide their activities. 

• Availability: 
It means ensuring that the service offered by whole WSN, by any part of it, or by a single sensor node must 

be available whenever required. 
• Scalability: 

Security technique should provide high security to smaller network and should maintain that for larger 
network too. 

• Flexibility: 
It means when nodes become compromised, they should be replaced. 

• Data Freshness: 
It means that old data/keys should not be used as new. 

• Survivability: 
It means ability to provide a minimum level of service in the presence of power loss, failures or attacks. 

• Robustness: 
Sensor network should be strong enough to prevent attacks. 

• Self-organization: 
Nodes should be so much flexible that they are able to self-organize and self-heal. 

• Secure localization: 
It means nodes should acquire location information securely as well as accurately. 

• Time synchronization: 
Security protocols should not be manipulated to produce incorrect data. 
 
B.  Key issues for achieving the security in WSN [6] 
Following four key issues have been identified for providing security to the WSNs and they are based on the 

analysis on security challenges and potential attacks and are as follows: 
1) Key management in WSN:  

TABLE I.  Any key management scheme should support at least confidentiality, authenticity and integrity. But 
because of various resource constraints in WSN, it is difficult to provide key management service. 

2) Encryption and Decryption scheme: 
TABLE II.   Due to resource constrained nature of WSN, Encryption and Decryption scheme must be simple and 
energy efficient. 

3) Secure routing of WSN:  
TABLE III.  Major two types of attack in WSN: 

• External attack- External attacker may partition a network or put extra load on the network. E.g. - 
injection of erroneous routing information, replaying old information. Cryptographic technique can 
help in it. 

• Internal attack- Any compromised node may do internal attack. It is difficult to put defense against 
these attacks. 

4) Prevention of Denial-of-Service (DOS): DOS attack diminishes a net work’s capacity to perform its 
expected function. 

 

III.   LAYER-BASED ATTACKS [4,7] 
A. Physical layer:  

Communication media is wireless (open), so high security risk is there. Some of those security threats are: 
JAMMING: It is a popular Denial of service (DOS) attack on physical layer of network. In jamming, 

adversaries interferes with the communication frequencies (radio frequencies) being used by the nodes of the 
network. In jamming, an attacker can simultaneously transmit over the WSN refusing the underlying MAC 
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protocol. Jamming can affect the whole n/w if single frequency is used throughout the n/w and also it can cause 
excessive energy consumption at any node if impertinent packets are injected. By getting those packets 
receiver’s nodes will as well consume energy [4, 8]. 

Xu, Trappe, Zhang and wood in 2005 proposed [4, 9] four different Type of jamming attacks which may be 
used by an adversary to stop the operation of a WSN. 

TAMPERING: It is another physical layer attack. In this type of attack, an adversary may compromise some 
of the legitimate sensor nodes in the network and using these nodes, he/she may carry out lots of misleading 
activities in the network. 

SYBIL ATTACK: An adversary node assumes identity of multiple nodes. This may causes ineffectiveness in 
WSN. Sybil attacks the network with: 

• Fault tolerance 
• Geographic routing protocol 

 In table 1, describes various physical layer attacks and their countermeasures in WSN [4, 10].  
TABLE I. Physical Layer Threat and Countermeasures 

Threats countermeasure of threats 
Jamming Prioritize messages, Jamming the Spread-spectrum, lower the duty cycle, mode change, 

channel hoping and blacklisting. 
Tampering Tamper-proofing, hiding, protection. 
Sybil attack Physical protection of devices 
Interference Channel hoping and blacklisting 

 
B. Data link layer:  

Attacks can also be made on data link layer. Various data link layer threats are as follows [6]: 
COLLISION: In this type of DOS attack, an adversary may induce small change in data portion of the packet 

and which may lead to error in checksum calculation and may cause retransmission of data packets. 
EXHAUSTION: In this type of attack, an adversary may continuously disturb the communication between 

two nodes and causes the sensor node to retransmit continuously. This may lead to quick energy decay. 
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS: Communication pattern of a sensor network can be analyzed by an adversary to cause 

harm to the network. 
SYBIL ATTACK: This type of attack is very much effective in link layer. Different variation of Sybil attacks 

are: 
• Data aggregation- A single malicious node may act as different Sybil nodes and these may give many 

negative reinforcements to make the aggregate message a false one.  
• Voting: An attacker may be able to determine the outcome of any voting depending on the no. of 

identities the attacker owns. 
SPOOFING: After overhearing the packets, an adversary can spoof link layer acknowledgements. 
 

TABLE II. Link layer threats and countermeasure 
Threats Countermeasures 
Collision Error correcting code, CRC and time diversity 

Exhaustion Rate limitation and protection of network ID 

Spoofing Using different path for re-sending the messages. 

Sybil attack Changing the keys regularly 
Traffic analysis Regularly monitoring WSN network by sending dummy packets in quite 

hours. 
Eavesdropping Keys protects from eavesdropper 

 
C. Network layer:  

Major security goal of network layers are [6]: 
• Every intended receiver node should receive all messages intended to it and also should verify the ID 

of source node and integrity of message. 
• Routing protocol should be responsible for preventing eavesdropping. 

WSN network layer are vulnerable to various attacks. Broadly, they are       categorized in two types [4]- 
• Passive attack- An adversary can only discover information without modifying them. It is difficult to 

detect these attacks. 
• Active attack- An adversary can modify/falsify the information and thus interfere in functioning of the 

network. An attacker can modify both routing as well as data packets causing false routing table at 
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source and imperfect communication. E.g. – Wormhole attack [11], Black hole attacks [12], Byzantine 
attacks [13], DDOS attacks [14], Routing attacks [15, 20]. 

Encryption scheme and hash functions can be used to provide authenticity and integrity of data. Table 3 
describes various network layer threats and countermeasures [10].  

TABLE III. Network layer threats and countermeasures 
Threats Countermeasures 

Eavesdropping Session keys protects from eavesdropper 
Sybil Changing of keys and resetting of devices 

Selective forwarding Regular monitoring of network using source routing 

Traffic analysis Regularly monitoring WSN network by sending dummy packets in quite hours. 

DOS Physical protection of network and protection of n/w specific data-link n/w ID. 

Wormhole attack Controlling and verifying hop count. This will limit the self-organizing nature 
of an ad-hoc network. Use protocol that is not based on hop count. Regular 

monitoring of network using source routing. 
 

D. Transport layer:  
Threats present on transport layers are [6]: 
FLOODING ATTACK: e.g. – TCP SYN flood attack. In this, an adversary continuously sends the connection 

requests and floods the network link at targeted node.  
DE SYNCHRONIZATION: A pair of nodes can be made to stick in synchronization recovery protocol by 

maintaining proper timing and disrupting some of the packets transmitting in b/w the nodes. 
Table 4 describes various transport layer threats and countermeasures. 

TABLE IV. Transport layer Threats and Countermeasures 
Threats Countermeasures 

Flooding attack Client puzzles 
De synchronization Authentication 

 
 

IV.   CRYPTOGRAPHY IN WSN 
WSN are used in many critical applications like military, habitat monitoring etc. Minimum level of security 

like integrity and authentication is required for certain applications, due to their sensitive nature of data. This 
type of security can be provided by using any cryptography scheme in WSN. Cryptography aims at making data 
not understandable to any unauthorized party which has the goal of data interpretation. But, it is difficult to 
choose the appropriate scheme because of resource/computation constrained nature of WSN. PKC (Public key 
cryptography) is not suitable for WSN because of its resource demanding nature [1, 16]. SKC (symmetric key 
cryptography) is more efficient and suitable for WSN. But, it has the inherent problem of sharing the secret keys 
and also, the hostile nature of WSN makes it vulnerable to various attacks [1, 16]. 

In order to encrypt or decrypt data, first of all keys should be distributed among nodes. This is the goal of key 
management system. It is also responsible for revoking and refreshing keys in order to gain better security. For 
any key establishment technique to be efficient, it should support several requirements like in-network 
processing and facilitating self-organization of data. However, Key establishment technique should minimally 
support authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, flexibility and scalability [3]. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Providing security in a wireless sensor network is a challenging task. In this paper, we have discussed various 

security threats present at different layer of WSN protocol stack. Possible solution against each threat is also 
outlined. Detection and countermeasures of some threats in WSN is not at all easy. Key distribution among 
sensor nodes is also a challenging task. In present time, most of the security schemes are based on specific 
network models and complete security model for all layers is not at all present although, in future, the security 
scheme might become well established for individual layer. 
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